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The author wishes to express his gratitude to Adam Knowles for the proofreading of this text.1
Govt of Madras, Judicial Department, No. 40, 8th May 1880, No. 1100; The Agent to the Governor,2
Vizagapatam. Para 2: “From a reference to the correspondence regarding the Parlákimedi dispute, the boundary
between Jeypore and Parlákimedi (both as respects the Serangho and the Gumma Muttás) was marked out by
Messrs. Grahame and MacCartie, following certain strongly marked natural features – and this boundary was
approved, except that it was decided that certain villages, on the Jeypore side of the proposed boundary, should
continue under Gumma, as heretofore.”
-i-
The material presented here is an excerpt from the archival catalogues of the Orissa State
Archives, Bhubaneswar, in which the author worked for three months in 2002.  The aim of this1
research was to obtain information on border conflicts in southern Orissa, especially in the
former Ganjam and Koraput districts and agencies of the Madras Presidency, where border
lines were defined around 1870 to 1890 in many parts. This administrative measure was in-
tended to define Zamindari boundaries and the exact territory alloted to certain forms of local
administration under the Zamindars of the region as well as the boundaries of the districts and
zillahs of British India in remote areas. With this administrative measure revenue administra-
tion and judicial services were to be set upon a more rational footing. This survey was the basis
upon which revenue maps containing the Zamindari boundaries were subsequently issued as an
amendment to the existing survey maps.
The border surveys were intended to provide information to district courts and the higher
revenue administration in order to assure just treatment of villagers. Such surveys were in-
tended to reduce administrative errors, such as a village being taxed twice by neighbouring
local rulers (called Bissoyis or Patros), both claiming the village to be situated in their muthah
(revenue unit), or by a Zamindar and his subordinate.
Despite these intentions, the new border lines also created new problems. Old rights to
grazing grounds on fallow land were overlooked and property from which the produce was to
be shared between villages was deemed – often arbitrarily – to belong to one side of the new
border exclusively. Wet rice fields on terraces in non-perennial streams proved to be especially
difficult cases for the surveyors in need of very much sought after “strongly marked natural
features” . Since streams in hilly areas were often the only appropriate features, they were2
frequently used as borders, disregarding the fact that their beds produced a large portion of the
grain needed in the adjacent settlements for food and tax levies. This led to claims to the
revenue from these fields either by the local tax farmer or traditional village head on both
sides, and further prolonged court suits and armed conflicts between the local chiefs and their
retainers. In such cases, the inhabitants of the villages in question bore the expense of the
dispute.
The material listed comprises records from the District Records at the Orissa State Ar-
chives from the undivided Ganjam and Koraput Districts, regarding border disputes, both in
their boundaries from 1936, and some material on adjacent Zamindaries in Madras Presicency
and the Princely State of Bastar. Further material from the southern parts of the Ganjam Dis-
trict and those parts of the Visagapatam District and Agency which came under Madras in
-ii-
1936 and Andhra Pradesh in 1952 is now to be found at the Andhra Pradesh State Archives at
Hyderabad. The material preserved there consists of texts in English, Oriya and Telugu. These
languages are indicated in the present list under the heading “Language” with the letters E, O
and T.
The other columns contain:
- Record Number: the archive number of the document
- Office Number: number in the original office’s storage (if any)
- Year / Date: year and date of origin, year included for sorting purposes
- Description: text in the archival reference book in full
- Pages: number of pages, if provided in the archive; if the numbers refer to folios, this is
explicitly mentioned
- Preservation: indicates state of preservation
- Box / Bundle: physical place of storage; “B. Proc.”: Bound Proceedings
- Map / Boundary (F/T): indicate whether the document is a boundary map / has a
boundary issue as its main topic
Govt of Madras, Judicial Department, No. 40, 8th May 1880, No. 1100; The Agent to the Governor, Vizagapatam. Para 2: "From a reference  to the correspondence regarding the Parlákimedi dispute, the boundary1
between Jeypore and Parlákimedi (both as respects the Serangho and the Gumma Muttás) was marked out by Messrs. Grahame and MacCartie, following certain strongly marked natural features - and this
boundary was approved, except that it was decided that certain villages, on the Jeypore side of the proposed boundary, should continue under Gumma, as heretofore. …" Signed R. Davidson, Chief Secretary.
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Orissa State Archives, District Records: Ganjam (G), Vol. 1, rec. nos. 1219-4049, Vol. 2 rec. nos. 4050-7077 and
Koraput (KOR), rec. nos. 1-5189, all together 11047 records.
Excerpt containing mainly records on boundary conflicts and/or Parlakhemundi Pages
—
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Map
—
Boundary
DESCRIPTION
1272G 52 1886 01/16/
1886
Communicating to the Govt. Agent, Ganjam for delivery to the Zemindar of Mandasa, a Sanad conferring upon him the title of
Raja as a personal distinction.
E extremely brittle 1 3 F F
1275G 384 1887 02/24/
1887
Reg. supply of a map of the scheduled tracts; document named "24th February 1887, No. 384, Judicial" and refers to "Order
dated 31st January 1887, No. 640 Revenue; it mentions a map of the scheduled tracts
1 E extremely brittle 1 3 F F
1287G 62 1888 05/15/
1888
Admin. Report for Parlakimedi Maliahs 1887/88 E extremely brittle 1 9 F T
1299G 325 1888 05/
061888
Reg. dispute for 7 Villages between Gumma and Balghar Patro E brittle 1 11 F T
1309G 20 1888 06/29/
1888
Rel. to Peddakhemundi Maliahs EO
T
extremely brittle 1 11 F F
1320G 15 1861 04/13/
1861
Rel. Zemindar of Venkatagiri requesting permission of Govt. to retain in his keeping the cannon and other arms. E extremely brittle 2 12 F F
1429G 50 1870 05/13/
1870
Reg. boundary dispute between Chinna Kimedy and Goomsoor Maliahs 8 E brittle and weak 2 16 F T
1434G 486 1881 11/24/
1881
Report on the hill Muthas of the Parlakimedi Zemindari with special reference to the relation between Hindu Bissoyis and
indigenous Saura.
17 E very weak, frail
papers
2 17 F F
1435G 486 1881 11/24/
1881
Report on the hill Muthas of the Parlakimedi Zemindari with special reference to the relation between Hindu Bissoyis and
indigenous Saura.
17 E very weak, frail
papers
2 17 F F
1436G 486 1881 11/24/
1881
Report on the hill Muthas of the Parlakimedi Zemindari with special reference to the relation between Hindu Bissoyis and
indigenous Saura.
17 E very weak, frail
papers
2 17 F F
1437G 486 1881 11/24/
1881
Report on the hill Muthas of the Parlakimedi Zemindari with special reference to the relation between Hindu Bissoyis and
indigenous Saura.
17 E very weak, frail
papers
2 17 F F
1438G 486 1881 11/24/
1881
Report on the hill Muthas of the Parlakimedi Zemindari with special reference to the relation between Hindu Bissoyis and
indigenous Saura.
17 E very weak, frail
papers
2 17 F F
1682G 1100 1880 05/08/
1880
Reg. boundary dispute between Jeypore and Kimedi 2 E weak and brittle 3 24 F T1
1701G 83 1873 05/28/
1873
Reg. Chinna Kimedy Zemindari 4 E weak and brittle 3 25 F F
1908G 1882 01/18/
1882
Farman by Pedda Kimedy Zemindar 24 T extremely weak
and frail
4 31 F F
1916G 1882 01/27/
1882
Transl. of a Farman from the Zemindar of Pedda Kimedi 2 E extremely weak
and frail
4 31 F F
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1917G 1882 01/31/
1882
Text in Telugu T extremely weak
and frail
4 31 F F
1918G 1882 11/31/
1881
Text in Telugu, maybe same as 1917G T extremely weak
and frail
4 31 F F
1984G 14 1881 02/19/
1881
Forwarding a Farman with a copy to be sent to the Peddakimedi Zemindar reg. Peddakimedi Maliahs. ET extremely weak
and frail
4 34 F F
2045G 526 1883 11/08/
1883
The Spl. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Govt. submitting of opinion regarding Rama Krishna Deo together with Arzi from
him
5
Fol.
EO extremely brittle 4 36 F F
2046G 281 1883 06/25/
1883
From Spl. Asst. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Govt., Ganjam reporting the result of the Ramagiri Sub-Magistrate's
enquiry into Rama Krishna Deo's visit to the Maliahs
8
Fol.
EO
T
brittle 4 36 F F
2050G 281 1883 A Farman to Peddakimedi Zamindar reg. administration of the Hill Tracts 2
Fol.
E extremely weak
and frail
4 36 F F
2060G 33 1881 03/18/
1881
Forwarding a copy of the specification of boundary between Jeyepore and Parlakimedi 1 E extremely brittle 4 37 F T
2093G 76 1871 08/22/
1871
Reg. boundary dispute between Chinna Kimedy Maliahs and that of Pedda Kimedy E 5 38 F T
2221G 369 1888 11/09/
1888
Letter from the Ag. Spl. Asst. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Governor, Ganjam informing that the original reports on the
settlement of the boundary dispute between Goomsur and Khandamal have been carefully preserved in the office.
EO
T
extremely brittle 5 40 F T
2269G 895 1875 12/02/
1875
Notification conferring the title Maharaja on the Jeyepore Raja and the Sunnud + Khillut to be presented to him on the
occasion of his approaching visit to Madras
1 E brittle 6 43 F F
2279G 1875 02/17/
1875
Translation of an Oriya "Razenama" presented by Rogonat Sing, Zemindar of Cattingia granting 6 Jahir villages to his
stepmother Raghamoney Mahadevi
2 E weak and brittle 6 43 F F
2320G 257 1877 10/18/
1977
A letter from the Acting Spl. Asst. Collector, Ganjam to the Actg. Collector, Ganjam requesting to obtain and send a sketch
showing the boundary of Tettirisingi in Kimidi estate together with other connected papers.
11 E extremely brittle 6 44 T T
2353G 22 1876 01/17/
1876
Letter from the Ag. Agent in Ganjam to the Principal Asst. Agent, Chicacole forwarding statements when no longer required
of villages under the enjoyment of Gumma and Serango Bissoyis and requesting the marking out the boundaries between
Jayepore and Paralakimmidy Maliahs
2 E extremely weak 6 47 F T
2354G 511 1876 12/08/
1876
Agent to Govt., Vizagapatam requesting to instruct his Senior Asst. Agent to cooperate with Mr. Grahame in defining the
boundary line between Kimidi and Jaypore
2 E extremely weak 6 47 F T
2355G 2 1875 01/01/
1875
Letter from the Ag. Principal Agent Chicacole to the Agent to the Govt. of Ft. St. George in Ganjam requesting to send
permanent settlement account rel. to Parla Kimidi Maliahs
2 E extremely weak 6 47 F T
2422G 307 1879 11/12/18
79
Letter to the Chief Secretary to the Govt. of Madras forwarding translation of an Arjee from the Gumma Bisoi reg. the conduct
of the people on the Jeypore side
5 T extremely weak
and frail
6 50 F T
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2423G 1879 10/17/18
79
Report from Krushnachandra Bissoi of Gumma to the Sub-Magistrate of Parlakimedi reg. Buluka Savara of Maratiguda of
Gunapur
5 ET extremely frail 6 50 F T
2424G 1763 1879 07/25/18
79
Letter to the Agent of Govt., Ganjam reg. resistence by the Parlakimedi Sowrahs of the execution of an ex-parte decree in
favour of Gumma Bissoi
1 E brittle 6 50 F F
2425G 328 1879 12/09/18
79
Letter from the Asst. Agent, Ganjam to the Pl. Asst. Agent stating that the case filed against Collakote Saurahs by the
Gumma Bissoyi seems to be false
2 ET extremely weak 6 50 F F
2426G 1879 08/30/18
79
Letter from the Agent to the Govt., Ganjam to the chief Secy. to Govt. of Madras reporting on the dispute between the
Gumma Bissoyi and the Sowrahs of Kallakote and other places of Parlakimedi Maliahs
17 E extremely torn 6 50 F F
2427G 1879 08/22/18
79
List of records rel. to Agency civil suit filed by Guma Bissoye against the Sowrahs 2 E extremely weak 6 50 F F
2468G Boundary map showing a portion of Daspalla and Nayagar settled by Boundary Commissioner C. B. Cotterell 1 E extremely torn and
worm-eaten
6 53 T T
2469G Map showing No. 5 - Kamalasingi - Sheet II 1 E extremely torn and
worm-eaten
6 53 T T
2470G 780 1889 09/18/
1889
Letter from the Ag. Agent to the Govt., Vizagapatam Dist. to the Agent to the Govt. in Ganjam forwarding the plan of the
boundary line and memorandum of the marked rocks and plated stones
21 ET extremely torn and
weak
7 54 F T
2471G 451 1889 09/26/
1889
Letter from the Agent to the Govt., Ganjam to the Agent to the Govt., Vizagapatam requesting to let him know the extent of
the land which has been under Jeypore and has come to the Gumma Bissoyi by the recent demarcation of the boundary and
about the sist paid by the Sowrahs to Jeypore for the land
5 ET torn and weak 7 54 F T
2472G 371 1889 08/16/
1889
Letter from the Agent to the Govt. in Ganjam to the Pl. Asstt. Agent, Ganjam requesting him to issue instructions at once to
the Gumma Bissoyi no to demand any rent or sist from Sowrahs as that will be collected by the Gunpur Sub-Magistrate.
2 E extremely torn and
weak
7 54 F T
2473G 1889 11/07/
1889
Rg. collection of sist from Sowrahs as reported by Gumma Bissoy 3 T extremely torn and
weak
7 54 F T
2474G 898 1889 10/26/
1889
Letter from the Agent to the Govt., Vizagapatam to the Agent to the Govt., Ganjam informing the extent and sist of land
transferred to Gumma Bissoyi by the recent demarcation
2 E extremely torn and
weak
7 54 F T
2475G 168 1889 02/12/
1889
Letter from the senior Asstt. Agent, Vizagapatam to the Agent to the Governor, Vizagapatam reporting that he with Mr.
Broadfood has marked out the boundary line of Ganudra Ittasing
19 E extremely weak
and brittle
7 54 F T
2476G 3251 1889 07/15/
1889
Proceedings of the Board of Rev. (Land rev.) reg. sanction of RS 109-13-0 incurred on account of the cost of survey made in
connection with the disputed boundary between Gumsur in Ganjam and the Nyagarh state
6 E extremely worm-
eaten - not in
position to handle
7 55 F T
2477G 761 1889 02/14/
1889
Letter to the General Dy. Collector, Russelkondah forwarding certain papers relating to the boundary dispute between
Banapur and Gumsur
3 E extremely worm-
eaten - not in
position to handle
7 55 F T
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2478G 131 1889 02/25/
1889
Letter from the Genel. Dy. Collector, Gumsoor Division to the Collector of Ganjam reporting the boundary proposed by him
between Nayaghur and Gumsur
E extremely worm-
eaten - not in
position to handle
7 55 F T
2559G 1899 12/06/
1899
Copy of a letter from the Ag. Senior Asstt. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Govt., Ganjam submitting the enquiry report on
'mamuls' of Tumba of orders
6 E extremely. weak
and torn
7 60 F F
2567G 131 1873 03/07/
1873
Letter from the Spl. Asstt. Agent, Ganjam Dist. to the Agent to the Governor in Ganjam forwarding copies of
correspondences connected with the Dengama boundary dispute
13 E extremely brittle
and weak
8 62 F T
2568G 1875 02/19/
1875
Letter from the A.P. Asstt. Agent to the Governor informing that the Gumma Bissoi not to meddle with the disputed villages
now being claimed by both Parlakimedi and Jayapore Zemindars
10 EO
T
extremely brittle
and weak
8 62 F T
2606G 828 1889 08/29/
1889
Letter from the Ag. P.A. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Governor in Ganjam forwarding the papers rel. to boundary
dispute between Savaras of Barabasingi and Manisingi
8 E extremely frail and
weak
8 64 F T
2607G 38 1888 03/06/
1888
Corresp. rel. to obtaining a map showing the boundaries between the different estates namely Jalantra, Budarasingi,
Mundasa and Parlakimedi
30 ET extremely. brittle
and weak
8 65 F T
2613G 2258 1880 09/17/
1880
Govt. of Madras -Judicial Deptt. transmitting copy of report reg. the boundary disputes between Chinna Kimedi and
Kalahandi
5 ET extremely brittle 8 67 F T
2614G 121 1881 03/12/
1881
Letter from the Agent to the Govt. in Ganjam to the Commissioner Chutusghur Dvn., Raipur - C.P. suggesting that necessary
powers be conferred upon Mr. Leott's successor to settle the boundary dispute between Kalahandi and Chinna Kimedi
maliahs
3 ET extremely brittle 8 67 F T
2616G 129 1881 03/22/
1881
Letter to the Commissioner Chutusghur Dvn., Raipur, C.P. suggesting to put off the meeting for the settlement of the
Kalahandi boundary dispute till next cold weather
2 ET extremely brittle 8 67 F T
2617G 1839 1881 03/29/
1881
Letter from the Commissioner Chhattisgarh Dvn. to the Agent to the Govt., Ganjam stating that it will not be possible to
depute an officer from C.P. to meet Mr. MacCartie for the settlement of the boundary dispute between Chinna Kimedi
Maliahs and Kalahandi
1 ET fair 8 67 F T
2618G 254 1881 05/10/
1881
Letter to the Commissioner Chutusghur Dvn., Raipur, C.P. stating the date which will suit for Mr. MacCartie to meet Major
Scott for the boundary dispute between Kalahandy and Chinna Kimedi
1 ET worm-eaten,
extremely brittle
8 67 F T
2619G 285 1881 12/12/
1881
Letter to the Commissioner Chutusghur Dvn., Raipur, C.P. reg. disputes between certain villages of Sambalpur and Chinna
Kimedi of Ganjam
3 ET worm-eaten,
extremely brittle
8 67 F T
2620G 290 1882 05/22/
1882
Letter to the Commissioner Chutusghur Dvn., Raipur, C.P.reg. boundary dispute between Mohangiri Muttah of Kalahandi and
Chinna Kimedi
1 ET worm-eaten,
extremely brittle
8 67 F T
2621G 4008 1882 06/28/
1882
Letter from the Commissioner, Chhattisgarh Dvn., to the Agent to the Govt. in Ganjam reg. boundary dispute between
Kalahandi and Chinna Kimedi
1 ET worm-eaten,
extremely brittle
8 67 F T
2622G 350 1882 06/08/
1882
Letter from the Commissioner, Chhattisgarh Dvn. to the Agent to the Govt. in Ganjam reg. boundary dispute between Chinna
Kalahandi and Kimedi
3 ET worm-eaten,
extremely brittle
8 67 F T
2623G 342g 1882 06/12/
1882
Letter from the Commissioner, Chhattisgarh to the Agent to the Govt. Ganjam acknowledging the receipt of his letter No. 290
reg. Kalahandi affairs
2 ET extremely brittle 8 67 F T
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2624G 342 1882 06/12/
1882
Letter to the Commr., Chattisgarh Dvn., C.P. informing that the Madras Govt. have been solicited to move Govt. of India to
appoint Mr. MacCartie as Commr. to enquire into the boundary dispute of the Mohangiri Mutah
3 ET extremely brittle 8 67 F T
2625G 343 1882 06/12/
1882
Letter to the Chief Secty. to Govt. Judl. Deptt., Ootacamund requesting to appoint Mr. MacCartie to enquire into the boundary
dispute between Kalahandi State and the Patro of Barakumma in Chinna Kimedi
3 ET extremely brittle 8 67 F T
2626G 343 1882 06/12/
1882
Letter to the Chief Secty. to Govt. Judl. Deptt., Ootacamund recalling attention for settling the boundary dispute between
Kalahandi State and the Patro of Barakumma in Chinna Kimedi
2 ET extremely weak 8 67 F T
2632G 1444 1882 09/30/
1882
Govt. of Madras - Judl. Deptt. communicating letter from Govt. of India appointing Mr. C.F. MacCartie, Acting Asstt. Agent in
Ganjam as a special officer to settle the boundary dispute between Mohangiri of Kalahandi and Chinna Kimedi Maliah of
Ganjam
1 E extremely weak
and torn
8 67 F T
2652G 1049 1882 08/21/
1882
Govt. of Madras - Judl. Deptt. requesting to appoint Mr. MacCartie, Acting Principal Asstt. Agent in Ganjam to settle the
boundary between the Mohangiri Muttah of Kalahandi and the Chinna Kimedi Maliahs
1 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
2653G 566 1882 10/28/
1882
Service Message from the Govt. of Madras deputing Mr. MacCartie for maintaining Divisional charges as at present till
boundary duty accomplished
1 E fair 8 69 F T
2654G 689 1882 07/14/
1882
Govt. of Madras - Judl. Deptt. reg. appointment of a Spl. Officer for the settlement of the Mohangiri boundary dispute 2 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
2655G 1882 10/30/
1882
Letter to the Chief Commissioner, C. P. intimating that Mr. MacCartie proceeds to settle the Mohangiri boundary dispute 1 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
2656G 1094 1882 10/28/
1882
Telegraph to the Chief Commissioner, C. P. intimating that MacCartie departed as proposed for maintaining divisional
charges till boundary duty accomplished
1 E weak 8 69 F T
2657G 1092 1882 10/26/
1882
Letter from MacCartie to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam informing that he is ready to start for the function at once 1 E fair 8 69 F T
2658G 577 1882 10/30/
1882
Letter to the Administrator, Kalahandi State informing that Mr. MacCartie nominated by the Govt. of India to settle the dispute
as to the boundary of Mohangiri Muta will be spared before Christmas with a copy the Asstt. Suptd. of Police to keep a party
of eight men at the disposal of Mr. MacCartie [sic! ]
1 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2659G 579 1882 10/30/
1882
Letter to the Chief Secy. of Govt. Judl. Deptt., Ootacamund requesting to issue orders specifying the allownace which should
be drawn by Mr. MacCartie during his employment on boundry duty
2 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2660G 580 1882 10/30/
1882
Letter to C. F. MacCartie, officer on special duty, Ganjam forwarding the entire record reg. the boundary dispute between
Mohangiri Mutah of Kalahandi and the Chinna Kimidi Maliahs
3 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2661G 581 1882 10/30/
1882
Letter to the Chief Secretary to the Govt., Judl. Deptt., Ooctamund [sic] staing that Mr. MacCartie has been determined to
proceed to Kalahandi on special duty early in November
1 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2662G 594 1882 11/06/
1882
Letter to the Spl. Agent requesting to issue orders as will secure 1 inch to the mile survey sheets being supplied to Mr.
MacCartie and to inform the Taluq Magistrate of Baliguda to attach his head Gumasta temporarily to him
2 E fair 8 69 F T
2663G 547 1883 02/26/
1883
Govt. of Madras - Judl. Deptt. reg. award to Mr. MacCartie for his work in settling the boundary between Mohangiri Muttah of
Kalahandi and the Chinna Kimedi Maliahs (incomplete)
3 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
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2664G 1 1882 12/12/
1882
Letter to the Agent to the Governor in Ganjam regarding the award for the work of settling boundary between Mohangiri
Muttah and Chinna Kemedy Maliahs
1 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
2665G 1883 02/05/
1883
Memorandum which is an enclosure of letter No. 43 dated 5 Feb. 83 to the Chief Secy. to Govt. from the Governor's Agent,
Ganjam reg. the boundary dispute of Kalahandi and the frontier Muttah of Chinna Kemedy Maliahs
8 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
2666G 1849 1882 11/16/
1882
Govt. of Madras - Judl. Dept. communicating to G. O. reg. determination of Mr. MacCartie to proceed to Kalahandi on special
duty he intimated to the Commissiomer of C. P.
1 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
2667G 2027 1882 12/02/
1882
Letter from Ag. Under Secy. to Govt. informing that Govt. cannot admit Mr. MacCartie's claim to extra remuneration 1 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
2675G 262/
78
1878 Arzi submitted by the Zamindar of Jarada requesting to settle up the boundary dispute between Jarada and Jalantra Taluq
either by the Manager or by the Survey Department
3 ET brittle 8 69 F T
2676G 1878 no details given 1 T extremely frail 8 69 F T
2677G 1879 08/07/18
78
no details given 1 T extremely frail 8 69 F T
2678G 1879 no details given 1 E extremely frail 8 69 F T
2679G 1216 1879 04/18/18
79
Letter to the Dy. Supdt., No. 5 Rev. Survey Party in which two petitions of the Jalantra Zemindar are returned as called for 1 E extremely frail 8 69 F T
2680G 846/
225
1879 03/17/18
79
Letter to the Collector of Ganjam requesting to return the Arzees of the Zemindar of Jarada 1 E extremely frail 8 69 F T
2681G 593 1879 09/
26/1879
Letter to the Asstt. Suptd., Revenue Survey, Ganjam requesting him to furnish a sketch of the disputed spot between Jarada
and Jalantra
1 E extremely frail 8 69 T T
2682G 182/
60
1879 03/03/18
79
Letter to the Collector, Ganjam Dist. intimating that his letter No. 593 has been forwarded with a request to furnish the sketch
of the disputed spots required therein
1 E very weak 8 69 T T
2683G 1585
/470
1879 05/23/18
79
Letter to the Collector of Ganjam stating that no sketch is available showing the boundary between Jalantra Estate and
Jarada Zemindary
1 E very weak 8 69 T T
2684G 1755
/914
1879 12/18/18
79
Letter to the Collector, Ganjam Dist. forwarding the files containing the Arzies by the Zemindar of Jarada on a field called
Gummi forming the boundary between Jalantra and Jarada
3 ET very weak 8 69 F T
2685G 278 1878 12/09/18
78
Letter to the Officer in Charge, Survey and Demarcation, Ganjam requesting to send a sketch of the disputed spot as the
people of Jalantra Taluq raised a complaint to get the field called Gummi which is forming the boundary of Jarada and
Jalantra
1 E fair 8 69 F T
2686G 1751 1883 06/11/
1883
Letter to the Dy. Supdt., Revenue Survey, Madras inquiring when the boundary between Jalantra and Jarada Zemindaries
will be defined by the Topographical Survey party
1 E extremely torn 8 69 F T
2687G 1879 No details given 2 T extremely frail 8 69 F T
2688G 154 1883 No details given 19 O extremely weak
and frail
8 69 F T
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2689G 99 1879 No details given 1 T extremely weak
and frail
8 69 F T
2690G 1016 1879 No details given 1 T extremely weak
and frail
8 69 F T
2691G 2 1885 No details given 2 T extremely weak
and frail
8 69 F T
2692G 1884 04/27/18
84
Copy of a note rel. to boundary dispute between Jalantra and Jarada and stating how the matter will be decided without
Topographical Survey
2 T extremely frail 8 69 F T
2693G 30 1879 No details given 1 T extremely frail 8 69 F T
2694G 528/
M
1883 06/28/
1883
Letter to the Collectorate of Ganjam informing that the demarcation and survey works of the boundary between Jalantra and
Jarada have been completed
2 E extremely frail 8 69 F T
2711G
43 1883 02/05/1883
Rel. to boundary dispute between Chinna Kemedy and Kalahandy - a letter from the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam to the
Chief Secy. to Govt., Judl. Deptt. together with a memo on the same subject
2 E
brittle and weak 8 69 F T
2712G 2 E
2713G 236 1883 01/29/18
83
Provision of the Madras Govt., Judl. Deptt., asking to state the probable date on which Mr. MacCartie's report may be
expected
2 E brittle and weak 8 69 F T
2714G 1882 10/30/
1882
List of papers connceted with the boundary dispute between the Mohangiri Muttah of Kalahandy Estate in the C. P. and the
Chinna Kimedi [Maliahs?] in Ganjam Dist.
2 E brittle and weak 8 69 F T
2716G 128 1879 03/07/
1879
Letter from the Dy. Commissioner, Sambalpur to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam informing that he will be able to visit
Kalahandi during the next hot weather
1 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2717G 308 1879 12/10/
1879
Letter from the Spl. Asstt. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam requesting to obtain orders of Govt. to appoint
representative for the settlement of the frontier between Kalahandi and Chinna Kimedy
2 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2718G 347 1879 12/23/
1879
Letter from the Ag. Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam to the Chief Secy. to Govt. of Madras requesting to appoint the Spl. Asstt.
Agent to represent Govt. for the settlement of the border between Kalahandy and Chinna Kimedy
1 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2719G 3151 1879 12/11/
1879
Letter from the Ag. Chief Secy. to the Govt. of Madras to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam suggesting to take up early
settlement of the border dispute and also drawing the attention rel. to illegal transit duties of the Raja of Kalahandy
3 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2720G 50 1875 Copy of a letter to the Agent drawing the attention towards the unsatisfactory affairs happening on the frontier adjacent to
Kalahandy and Baud; this is the enclosure of letter No. 201/75
8 E extremely torn and
weak
8 69 F T
2721G 97 1875 05/11/
1875
Letter from the Spl. Asstt. Agent, Ganjam Dist., to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam giving informations reg. the village
Unagole which is in dispute between Govt. and Raja of Kalahandy
2 E extremely weak
and torn
8 69 F T
2722G 302 1883 04/30/
1883
Letter from the Spl. Asstt. Collector in charge of Rev. Settlement, Ganjam to the Collector in Ganjam submitting report reg.
claim put forward by Mr Taylor to certain Khond villages on Kalahandi and Banpur frontier
44 E extremely weak
and torn
8 69 F T
2723G 2266 1880 09/18/
1880
Letter from the Judl. Deptt. - Govt. of Madras to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam rejecting the claim of the young chief of
Korada Chief to include Khond Mutta of Sikambadi and Simanbadi to his estate
3 E weak 8 70 F T
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2724G 274 1880 08/27/
1880
Letter from the Agent in Ganjam to the Chief Secy. to the Govt. of Madras forwarding an abstract of the claim made by the
Korada chief to the Muttahs of Simanbadi and Sikambadi in Chinnakemidy
5 E extremely weak
and frail
8 70 F T
2729G 1882 03/14/
1882
Border dispute [sic, no details given] 1 T extremely torn and
weak
8 71 F T
2733G 1871 06/11/
1871
Parwana issued to the Jamindar, Taluq Nuagada by the Jr. Asstt. Agent - asking him to be present during enquiry on
boundary dispute between Ghumsur and Nuagada
1 O extremely frail and
weak
8 71 F T
2734G 1871 10/22/18
71
Letter by Lauddo Kishore Singh Mandhatta, Raja of Killah Nayagur to the Jr. Asstt. Agent, Ganjam requesting to give time up
to 25th to present before him during enquiry
2 E extremely frail and
weak
8 71 F T
2741G 1871 11/01/
1871
Copy of a letter from the Jr. Asst. Agent to Laddoo Kishire Singh Mandhatha, Rajah Killah Nayagur intimating that he has
reported to Mr. Ravenshaw about his conduct as he failed to present during enquiry and instructed to send his Manager with
concerning boundary paper to present before Mr. Ravenshaw through the collector, Ganjam Dist.
1 E extremely frail and
weak
8 71 F T
2742G 1871 10/09/
1871
Letter from Lauddoo Kishore Singh Mandhatha, Rajah of Killah Nayagar to the Jr. Asstt. Agent, Ganjam Dist. requiring him to
come [to] Kantamala to settle up boundary dispute between Nayagau and Ghoomsur
1 E extremely frail and
weak
8 71 F T
2743G Case
No.
35
1870/71 03/15/
1872
True copy of a case record rel. to boundary dispute between Nayagurh and Goomsur 2 E weak 8 71 F T
2744G 1871 10/30/
1871
Letter from Lauddoo Kissore Singh Mandhatta, Rajah of Killah Nayagarh to the Jr. Asstt. Agent, Ganjam requesting him to
intimate how or according to what sketch he has settled the boundary
1 E extremely torn 8 71 F T
2752G 261 1883 06/02/18
83
Letter from the Spl. Asstt. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam reporting the land marks by which some of the
boundary points are mentioned
7 E extremely torn and
weak
8 71 F T
2763G 1759 1883 10/30/
1871
Correspondence rel. to grants for Upanayana ceremony for son of ex-mansabdar of Rampa 38 ET extremely torn 8 71 F F
2764G 613 1885 09/04/
1885
Correspondence rel. to boundary dispute between Khorada and Rambha and Pondakhole with maps 81 EO
T
extremely torn 8 71 T T
2765G 36891 A boundary map Nayagarh / Goomsoor 1 E extremely worm-
eaten and torn
8 71 T T
2767G 1871 10/10/
1871
Letter from the Jr. Asstt. Agent to Lauddoo Kishore Singh Mandhatha, Rajah Nayagur Killah informing him to meet after
Dasara festival in connection with boundary dispute
1 E fair 8 71 F T
2773G 1890 08/14/
1890
Application of Krushna Chandra Bisoye of Gumma Kota in Parla Kemidi Maliahs stating about the boundary line laid down be
the Agent between Jeypore Zemindari and Gumma
2 ET extremely frail 9 72 F T
2774G 20 1890 02/24/
1890
A petition by Gumma Bissoyi in which he complains that he had to pay extra cist on account of land within Jeypore 2 ET extremely frail 9 72 F T
2775G 340 1890 03/04/
1890
Letter from Ag. Agent to the Govr. Vizagapatam District ti the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam informing about the remittance of
money collected from the Sauras for the faslies 1298+1299 for payment to Gumma Bissoyi
1 E extremely frail 9 72 F T
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2776G 1890 03/15/
1890
Bissoyi to Governor's Agent, Ganjam submitting a memorandum on several matters pending disposal in his Gumma Muttah 5 E extremely frail 9 72 F T
2778G 1889 36891 Letter from Krushna Chandra Bissoyi of Gumma Muttah 2 T fair 9 72 F T
2783G 34 1856 04/21/18
56
Letter to the Ag. Agent to the Govr., Chatterpur forwarding a memorandum on the Sumsthan Peons of Goomsur those are
the ancient local Military (?)  of the country and have been remunerated by grants of rent free lands1
12 E extremely torn and
frail
9 73 F F
2786G 1355 1880 06/07/18
88
Govt. of Madras - Judl. Deptt. to the I. G. of Police informing that a plan has been adopted by the local authorities under
which the Konds will no longer be coerced into selling their grain to the Police and other public servants at unremunerative
prices
2 E fair 9 73 F F
2788G 486 1881 11/24/
1881
Letter from the Ag. Pl. Asstt. Agent of Ganjam to the Agent, Ganjam Dist. reporting upon the hill mutas of Parlakimedi
Zemindari with a reference to the relations which subsist between Hindu Bissoys and the indigenous Saura
9 E brittle 9 73 F F
2801G 824 1873 08/08/
1873
Govt. of Madras - Public Deptt. to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam declaring Oriya to be the official language of the office of
Spl. Asstt. in charge of Jeypore Maliahs
6 E brittle 9 73 F F
2811G 1889 02/14/18
89
True copy of an agreement between Jirangi Bissoyi and Gomango of Thoppango 1 E extremely frail and
brittle
9 74 F F
2814G 1889 02/15/
1889
Copy of an agreement between Bissoyi of Rayagada and Bhima Bhoyya of Munsingi 1 E extremely and
brittle
9 74 F F
2817G 1889 02/15/
1889
Copy of an agreement between Bissoyi of Rayagada and Bhoyya of Domol 1 E extremely and
brittle
9 74 F T
2818G 1889 09/03/
1889
Boundary marks between villages of Kolakotta and those under Gumma Bissoy 2 E extremely and
brittle
9 74 F T
2819G 1889 09/13/
1889
Boundary marks between Gumma and Jeypore 3 E extremely torn and
weak
9 74 F T
2831G 244 1888 04/20/
1888
Letter from S.D.O., Khorda to the collector, Ganjam regarding boundary dispute between Banpur in Khorda Zillah Pooree and
the Gumsur Taluk
6 E weak 9 75 F T
2832G 398 36891 Letter from General deputy Collector to the Collector, Ganjam forwarding a fresh map with blue dots to show the proposed
boundary between Nayagarh and Goomsoor
3 E weak 9 75 T T
2833G 1133
J
1888 05/05/
1888
Copy of a letter from the Under Secretary to the Govt. of Judicial Deptt. reg. boundary dispute between Banpur and Gumsoor 3 E extremely frail 9 75 F T
2852G 92 1882 05/29/
1882
Govt. of Madras - Pol. Deptt. forwarding papers reg. boundary dispute between Daspalla State in Orissa and Goomsur
Mahals in Ganjam
8 E extremely brittle
and torn
9 75 F T
2855G 591 1885 08/22/
1885
Letter from the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam to the Spl. Agent returning the entire records on the Mahasingi and Balliguda
boundary dispute
13 E extremely torn 9 75 F T
2863G 1480 1893 07/21/
1893
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - declining to grant of the Zamindar of Parlakimedi a sanad for the Maliah tracts bordering
on the estate
2 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 76 F F
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2864G 1757 1883 06/18/
1883
Proceedings of the Court of W ards rel. to the Annual Report on the mangement of the estates Parlakimedi, Chinna Limedi
(Pratapagiri), Sergada, Jarada and Urlam under the Court of W ards for Fasli 1291
14 E not in the position
to handle
9 76 F F
2865G 1885 06/08/
1885
Skeleton map of Ganjam District 1 E worm-eaten and
torn
9 76 T T
2880G 11 1886 36891 Correspondence relating Pedda Kimedi 31 EO
T
extremely frail and
weak
9 77 F F
2885G 817 1889 12/23/
1889
Letter from the Manager, Parlakimedi to the Pl. Asstt. Collector, Ganjam reporting on the subject of explanation reg. the
complaint of Gumma Bissoyi
10 T extremely frail and
weak
9 77 F F
2887G 1890 03/05/
1890
Enclosure to the Pl. Asstt. Agent's hill tour report of 1890 on Gumma Bissoye's claim for RS 1820/= 3 E extremely frail and
weak
9 77 F F
2888G 1890 03/05/
1890
Enclosure to the Pl. Asstt. Agent's hill tour report of 1890 on Bonamunda boundary dispute 4 E extremely frail and
weak
9 77 F T
2892G 325 1880 12/15/
1880
Letter from the Collector, Ganjam to the Secretary to the Court of W ards Madras submitting Annual report on the
Management of the Estates under the in the Ganjam District for 1879/80
32 E extremely torn and
weak
9 78 F F
2893G 1883 36891 Treasury account of receipts of the Taluq of Parlakimedy estate 14 ET extremely torn and
weak
9 78 F F
2894G 1896 11/17/
1896
True copy of a report on the Hill Forests of Parlakimedy estate 47 E extremely torn and
weak
9 78 F F
2895G 1888 36891 Copy of a civil suit No. 10 of 1888 started between Goura Vhandra Gajapati Deo, young Zamindar of Parla Kimidi vrs.
Hon'ble the Court of W ards
5 E extremely torn and
weak
9 78 F F
2902G 1896 05/29/
1896
Letter from the Collector of Ganjam to the Agent to the Zamindar of Parlakemedy estate whose sorting work has already
been finished
17 E extremely frail and
weak
9 78 F F
2903G 1877 06/08/
1877
Report on the administration of the estates of Parlakimedy, Barwa, Serugada, etc. under the management of the Court of
W ards
55 E entirely worm-
eaten and torn
9 78 F F
2904G 1867 12/06/
1867
Report on the administration of the estates in Ganjam under the Court of W ards 32 E entirely worm-
eaten and torn
9 78 F F
2905G 1905 2044 Judgement of the Lords of the Judicial Committe at the Privy Council on the appeal of Goura Chandra Gajapati Narayana
Deo Maharajulu Garu
7 E entirely worm-
eaten and torn
9 78 F F
2906G 1879 02/22/
1879
Report on the management of the estates that were under the Court of W ards in Fasli 1287 (1877/78) 29 E extremely torn and
worm-eaten
9 78 F F
2908G 36891 Rough copy of a Parwana issued by the Agent to Govr. in Ganjam Dist. to Krushna Chandra Bissoyi of Parlakhemidy estate
in form of instruction how to bring the Saurahs in disturbed mood into his control
3 O extremely weak 9 79 F F
2909G 1881 06/30/
1881
Copy of an Arzi of 2nd class Magistrate of Parlakemedi in connection with Gumma Bissoyi 1 E extremely torn and
weak
9 79 F F
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2910G 1881 06/30/
1881
A Report submitted by Krushna Chandra, Bissoyi of Gumma Gada before the Sub-Magistrate of Parlakhemedi Taluq reg. the
disturbances created by the Saurahs
2 OT extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2911G 36891 Statement of the Bissoee Krushna Chandra of Gumma on the position during the rebellion of 1851 4 ET extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2912G 8 1881 06/28/
1881
Transl. of the Urzi submitted by the Parlakimedi Sub-Magistrate 2 ET extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2914G 1881 02/15/
1881
D.O. to Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam giving the views to solve the Sourahs' disturbances under Zemindar of Parlakimedi 2 E fair 9 79 F F
2915G 1379 1881 07/14/
1881
Govt. of Madras - Judl. Deptt. to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam approving Spl. Commissioner's orders reg. payment of
Gunapur of rents payable by certain villages
1 E fair 9 79 F F
2916G 189 1881 07/14/
1881
Post copy of Service Message by the 1st Asstt. Agent to the Chief Secy. to the Agent to Govr. in Ganjam approving the
settlement made by the Agent with the Kollakotta Sowrahs
1 E fair 9 79 F F
2917G 80 1881 02/12/
1881
Letter to the Agent to the Govr. in Vizagapatam informing that he cannot be on the Parlakimedi side before the end of Feb. or
early in March
3 E brittle 9 79 F F
2918G 186 1880 12/30/
1880
Letter from the Senior Asstt. Agent, Vizagapatam to the Agent to the Govr., Vizagapatam reporting on the alleged
interference of the Jeypore Sub-Dewan with the Kollakota Sowras
4 E fair 9 79 F T
2919G 2 1881 01/03/
1881
From the Agent to the Govr., Vizagapatam to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam reg. conduct of the Jeypore Sub-Dewan in
trying to influence the Kollakot Sowrahs not to pay their rents to the Bissoyi of Gumma
2 E fair 9 79 F T
2920G 1881 36891 Telugu only 2 T weak 9 79 F T
2921G 1881 10/30/
1881
A letter from the P.A. Agent's office, Chicacole forwarding an English draft orders to Bissoyi of Gumma about 'Kolakota
affairs'
1 E brittle 9 79 F T
2922G 1881 36891 True copy of a letter from the Asstt. Ac. Agent 2 T very weak and
frail
9 79 F T
2923G 1881 36891 Telugu only 1 T very frail and
weak
9 79 F T
2924G 38 1881 01/17/
1881
Letter to the Agent to the Govr. in Vizagapatam reg. Kollakotta affairs 2 E very frail and
weak
9 79 F T
2925G 1881 07/16/
1881
Order to the Bissoyi of Gumma by the Agent not to interfere in all the affairs rel. to the Souras of Kollakotta 2 E very frail and
weak
9 79 F T
2926G 1881 07/16/
1881
Order to the Bissoyi of Gumma Gada by the Govt. Agent, Ganjam Dist. seizing the lands which were under his control in
villages Bada Kolakot, Sana Kolakot, etc. as he could not keep good terms with the Sauras cultivating those lands
3 O very frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2927G 405 1881 07/06/
1881
Letter from the Agent to the Govr. Agent in Ganjam to the Agent to the Principal Asstt. Agent, Collectorate, Ganjam informing
that the pages given in the list were forwarded on the 2nd inst.
6 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 79 F T
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2928G 276 1881 07/06/
1881
Letter from the A.P.A. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam forwarding copies of the letters asked for in L. No.
375, dt. 28.06.1881
4 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 79 F T
2929G 171 1880 12/06/
1880
From A.P.A. Agent, Ganjam to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam intimidating the kowledge gained by him during his tour to
Parlakimedy Maliahs
2 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 79 F F
2931G 115 1881 03/10/
1881
From to the Pl.Asstt. Agent, Ganjam requesting to send a copy of the specification of the boundary between Jeypore and
Parlakimedy
1 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 79 F T
2932G 181 1881 07/09/
1881
From the Chief Secy. to the Govt., Madras to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam reg. post copy of a service telegram on
Kolakata dispute
4 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 79 F T
2933G 411 1881 07/06/
1881
To the Spl. Commissioner hill tracts of Northern Dun., Ootacamund submitting report on disturbances of Kollacotta Savaras 13 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 79 F T
2934G 1674 1881 07/05/18
81
Letter to the Telegraph Manager, Berhampore  requesting to signal the enclosed message to the Chief Secy. to Govt., Oot. if
the Spl. Commr. has left W altair
4 E extremely torn and
weak
9 79 F F
2935G 188 1881 07/18/
1881
Letter to the Spl. Commissioner, hill tracts reporting on the settlement made with the Kollakotta Saurahs 1 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 79 F T
2936G 1880 04/16/18
80
True translation of the Pro. of the Acting Agent to the Govr., Ganjam on the arrangements with the Jeypur Zemindar to give
up his claims to Kollakotta and other villages and the Gumma Bissoyi should not interfere with the Sourahs
1 E fair 9 79 F T
2937G 188 1881 07/18/
1881
Letter from the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam to the Spl. Commissioner, hill tracts reg. disturbances recently created in the
Kollakotta villages
14 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 79 F T
2938G 1881 03/24/
1881
Correspondence rel. to Kolakota Sourahs and the Gumma Bissoyi 2 E weak 9 79 F T
2939G 1881 03/24/
1881
Correspondence reg. Kollakotta Sourahs 2 E extremely torn and
weak
9 79 F T
2940G 37 1881 01/17/
1881
Letter to the Pl. Agent, Chicacole requesting to try and find if the Kolakota Sourahs will agree to a certain settlement proposal 4 E extremely torn and
weak
9 79 F T
2941G 53 1882 01/01/
1882
Letter to the Chief Secy. to Govt. Judl. Deptt. Ft. St. George reporting on the disturbances created among the Bissoyes of the
Uriya forts in the Savara country of Parlakemedi Zemindari
? E not in a position to
handle
9 79 F F
2942G 1881 06/27/
1881
Arzi from the 2nd class Magistrate of Parlakemedi on a statement presented by Jagat Ballabho, son of Gumma Bissoy 6 ET extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2943G 1881 06/26/
1881
Arzi from the 2nd class Magistrate of Parlakemidy on the report of the Kollacota Station Officer rel. to the disturbances
creating [sic] by the Sourahs of Kollacota
9 ET extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2944G 902 1880 12/30/
1880
Letter to the Agent to the Govr. informing that the inquiries referred to [?] in the Kollacota station 2 E extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2945G 28 1881 04/01/
1881
Letter from the Asstt,. Agent to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam forwarding petition of the Guma Bissoyi on the ryots of
KollaKotta
2 ET extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
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2946G 1881 01/19/
1881
no details given 2 T extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2947G 439 1881 07/23/
1881
Letters from the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam to the Spl. Commissioner, hill tracts reporting on Kollakotta village 3 E extremely frail and
weak
9 79 F F
2949G 1798 1881 08/31/
1881
Pro. of the Govt. of Madras to the Agent of Ganjam sanctioning the value of cloths presented by Kollakotta Savarahs 5 E extremely frail 9 79 F F
2952G 1894 04/01/
1894
Letter to the Acting Collector and Agent to the Govr., Ganjam from the Zemindar of Parlakemedi informing about his suit for
claiming to be entitled to the Parlakemedi Maliahs or hill tracts
2 E extremely worm-
eaten
9 80 F T
2953G Appe
al
No.
57,
1889
1889 Copy of an appeal case filed in the High Court, Madras by Veera Pratapa Rudra Gajapati Narayana Deo, Zemindar of
Parlakemedy against the decree of the Dist. Court, Ganjam reg. management of the above Zeminadry
4 E extremely worm-
eaten
9 80 F F
2970G 1885 12/29/
1885
From the Collector of Ganjam to the Secy. to the Court of W ards submitting the Annual Report on the management of the
Parlakimedi Estate under the Court of W ards for Fasli 1294 (1884/85)
4 E extremely worm-
eaten and frail
9 80 F F
2971G Suit
No.
10 of
1888
1888 Copy of a judgement given by the Dist. Judge, Ganjam in a case in which Gowra Chandra Gajapathi Narayana Deo Garu,
young Zemindar of Parla Kimidy was plaintiff and Hon'ble the Court of W ards was def'dts
4 E extremely worm-
eaten and frail
9 80 F F
2972G Suit
No.
10 of
1888
1889 01/29/
1889
Copy of a judgement issued by the Dist. Judge of Ganjam on a case started between Gaura Chandra Gajapathi Narayana
Deo, young Zemindar of Parlakimidi vrs. the Court of W ards, Madras
24 E extremely brittle
and weak
9 80 F F
2973G 1882 36891 No details given T extremely brittle
and weak
9 80 F F
2974G 1242 1871 03/22/
1871
Copy of a Proceedings issued from the Acting Sub-Secretary to the Acting Collector of Ganjam on the report on the
administration of the estates under the management of the Court of W ards for Fusly 1279
13 E fair 9 80 F F
2975G 1874 06/09/
1874
Resolution passed on the report of the Collector of Ganjam on the administration of the estates Kemedy, Jalantra, Barwah
and Serududa under management of the Court of W ards for Fusli 1282 (A.D. 1872/73)
69 E extremely worm-
eaten
9 80 F F
2979G 1874 04/30/
1874
Parlakimedi Estate map drawn up by Central Survey Office Chepauk 1 E brittle 9 81 T T
2981G 1865 36891 Map of the Parlakimedi Estate completed by Captain H. St. Maur W ynch, 31st L. I., Deputy Suptd., Revenue Survey 1 E worm-eaten 9 81 T T
2983G 161/
4
1920 01/22/19
20
Letter from K.C. Gajapati Narayana Deo, Rajah of Parlakimedi requesting to appoint a spl. officer to lay down the boundary to
modify the line of compromise
1 E weak 9 81 F T
2984G 49 1912 4658 Letter from the manager, Parlakimedi Estate to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam reg. enjoyment by the Estate of the hill
slopes on the Estate side below the boundary line
2 E weak 9 81 F T
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2985G 4788 1885 12/29/
1885
Letter from the Collector of Ganjam to the Secy. to the Court of W ards, Madras submitting the Annual Report on the
management of the Parlakimedi Estate under the Court of W ards in Fasli 1294 (1884/85)
14 E very weak and
brittle
9 81 F F
2986G 2412 1924 12/24/
1924
The true extract of G.O. no. 3094 dated 22-12-1924 rel. to the settlement of the boundary between Parlakimedi Estate and
the Parlakimedi Maliahs forwarded to the Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam and the Director of Survey
2 E very weak and
brittle
9 81 F T
2987G True extract from the register showing the Inams in the Zemindari Estate of Parlakimedi 1 E very weak and
brittle
9 81 F F
2990G 1923 8654 A reviesed boundary description from station 163 to 172 1 E weak 9 81 F T
2991G Survey report on boundary between Adhasinghi Makasa and Agency under taluk Parlakimedy 4 E weak 9 81 F T
2992G 1878 11/21/18
78
Letter from V. Kameswara Row Naidu to the Agency Commissioner, W altair requesting to grant time to submit the reply as
called for in connection with Adasingi Hill in Parlakimedi Taluk
1 E weak 9 81 F T
2993G 1922 12/28/19
22
Letter to the Agency Commissioner, W altair from V. Kameswara Row Naidu stating to reply in support of his claim within 15
days
1 E weak 9 81 F T
2994G 457/
10/F
OR
True copy of a letter from V. Kameswara Row Naidu to S.H. W elchman, Special (Tour) Officer, Parlakimedi Maliahs
informing about boundary of the Agency tracts
2 E weak 9 81 F T
2995G 1925 07/14/19
25
True extract of the portion of the boundary between Parlakimedi Estate and Maliahs from the map of Ganjam Dist. 1 E weak 9 81 F T
2996G 1928 10441 Extract of bearings and distances in connection with boundary between Adhasingi Mokasa and Agency in Parlakimedi Taluq 5 E weak 9 81 F T
2997G 1910 36891 Copies of letters relating to boundary dispute of Parlakimedi and its settlement as per the compromise originally proposed by
C.B. Cotterell, C.I.E., I.E.S.
27 E extremely torn 9 81 F T
2998G 1920 01/16/
1920
Letter from C.B. Cotterell, Agent to the Govr. in Ganjam to the Raja of Parlakimedi feeling his unableness to propose any
alterations to the Govt. to go back as per his consent to the compromise line
1 E extremely frail 9 81 F T
3021G 2896 1864 05/13/
1864
Proceedings of the Board of Revenue on the report on the administration of the estates under the management of the Court
of W ards for Fasli 1272
18 E brittle 9 83 F F
3183G 1241 1878 05/10/18
78
Letter to the Asstt. Superintendent, Rev. Survey, Ganjam giving opinion in the boundary dispute between Gotehabadi and
Simlisayi villages in Gumsur Taluq
2 E worm eaten B.
Proc.
3 F T
3190G 10 1884 04/14/18
84
Spl. Asstt. Agent in Ganjam to the Agent to the Governor in Ganjam reporting that the boundary were examined between
Mahasingi and Balliguda
8 E fair B.
Proc.
3 F T
3214G 738 1892 12/16/
1892
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - passing orders about the unableness of the Govt. to admit the claim of the Zemindar of
Parlakimedi to offer him the hereditary title of Raja
2 E worm-eaten B.
Proc.
3 F F
3220G 2789 1919 7071 Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - passing orders on the boundary dispute between Parlakimedi Estate and the Parlakimedi
Maliahs in the Ganjam District
6 E very torn B.
Proc.
3 F T
3328G 229 1870 03/21/
1870
Govt. of Madras - Education Deptt. - reg. rules proposed for the guidance of Mr. Lingam Lakshmaji Pantulu in his search for
rare Sanskrit manuscripts
2 E brittle B.
Proc.
5 F F
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3833G 1209 1879 06/04/
1879
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Concerning the remarks of the Court of W ards on Mr. Taylor's report on the recent tour of
the minor Zemindar of Parlakimedi and Serghar estates
3 E brittle B.
Proc.
14 F F
3881G 362 1880 03/23/
1880
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Orders on the administration of the estates of W ards for Fasli 1287 1 E extremely worm-
eaten and frail
B.
Proc.
15 F F
4056G 4235 1882 12/07/
1882
Letter from the Collector of Ganjam to the Board of Revenue, Madras submitting statements for sanctioning compensation
for Inam taken up for public purposes in the Kallikot and Athgarh Zemindaries
8 E extremely frail, not
in the position to
handle
B.
Proc.
18 F F
4062G 1504 1887 10/01/
1887
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Passing orders reg. settlement of the Parlakimedi Estate 8 E extremely frail, not
in the position to
handle
B.
Proc.
18 F T
4394G 1086 1877 03/15/
1877
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Sanctioning the settlement of a boundary dispute between Chikati and Jarada
Zemindaries in Ganjam
? E extremely worm
eaten and brittle
B.
Proc.
21 F T
4567G 966 1893 09/29/
1893
Govt. of Madras - Financial Deptt. - Reviewing the budget estimate of political stipends in ganjam District for 1894/95 2 E extremely torn B.
Proc.
23 F F
4582G 733 1895 09/24/
1895
Govt. of Madras - Financial Deptt. - Accepting the budget estimate of territorial and political pensions in Ganjam,
Vizagapatam for 1896/97
2 E torn B.
Proc.
23 F F
4638G 304 1870 09/24/
1870
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Approving the payment of Rs. 1500 to Vurdaraj Bunge in aid of his travelling expenses to
Madras
1 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4639G 60 1871 02/28/
1871
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Authorizing the A.G. to recover the advance given to Vurdaraj Bunge from his stipend 1 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4640G 181 1872 05/01/
1872
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Permitting Shree Vurdaraj Bunge to reside in the town of Vizagapatam 2 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4641G 18 1872 01/11/
1872
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Orders declining to permit the son of the late Zemindar of Goomsoor to reside with his
family at Goomsoor
1 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4642G 270 1873 06/27/
1873
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Communicating Correspondence with the Foreign Office intimating the limits of the
German Consulates in districs
2 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4643G 100 1874 03/09/
1874
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Orders reg. the arrears of pension due to late Vurdaraj Bunge 1 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4644G 200 1875 04/01/
1875
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Directing to arrange for the return of Balabuddra Bunge to Goomsoor the great-nephew of
the late Ex-Rajah of Goomsoor
2 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4645G 895 1875 12/02/
1875
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Notification conferring the title of M aharaja on the Jeypore Raja 1 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4654G 440 1881 09/05/
1881
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Orders reg. appointment of an officer to determine the boundary line between Daspalla
State in Orissa and Goomsoor Mahals in Ganjam
1 E extremely worm
eaten
B.
Proc.
25 F T
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4655G 489 1881 09/13/
1881
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Paper reg. appointment of an officer to determine the boundary line between Daspalla and
Ganjam frontier
2 E extremely worm
eaten
B.
Proc.
25 F T
4660G 191 1886 02/23/
1886
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Informing certain particulars in connection with the late Hurry Croostna Bhanj of the
Goomsoor family
3 E extremely worm
eaten and brittle
B.
Proc.
25 F F
4666G 967 1886 10/29/18
86
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Directing about the further investigation be made of native titles which have not been
recognised by Govt.
14 E brittle B.
Proc.
25 F F
4668G 940 1887 12/13/18
87
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Reviewing the statement received from the collectors rel. to native titles for 1886 3 E fair B.
Proc.
25 F F
4674G 738 1892 05/30/
1892
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Declining to admit the claim of the Zemindar of Parlakimedi to the hereditary title of Rajah 1 E brittle B.
Proc.
25 F F
4712G 1277 1861 06/26/
1861
Govt. of Madras - Political Deptt. - Approving the appointment of Suryanarayana as Bissoy of Gummakota in Parlakimedi
Maliahs
2 E extremely brittle B.
Proc.
26 F F
4767G 499
M
1890 03/25/
1890
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi municipal budget for 1890/91 4 E fair B.
Proc.
27 F F
4781G 1347
M
1890 09/15/
1890
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi municipal budget for 1889/90 13 E brittle B.
Proc.
27 F F
5002G 1604
,
1605
1893 08/11/
1893
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Communicating upon the question whether the Boundary Marks Act of 1860 is applicable
to zamindaris and proprietary estates
3 E brittle B.
Proc.
31 F F
5140G 842
R
1891 04/07/
1891
Govt. of Madras - Public W orks Deptt. - Informing the Zemindar of Parlakimedi that the proposal for constructing branch line
of railway to Parlakimedi on the standard gage has been abandoned
2 E weak B.
Proc.
34 F F
5264G 1889 09/10/
1889
Court of W ards, Madras - Correspondence reg. sanction of money for the Chinna Kimedi estate fund for the celebration of
ear-boring ceremony of the son of Boisnava Deo
? EO
T
extremely frail, not
in the position to
handle
B.
Proc.
35 F F
5385G 443 1890 03/08/
1890
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Passing orders reg. the use of Uriya as the court language of Ganjam 3 E worm-eaten B.
Proc.
35 F F
5407G 1472 1890 09/05/
1890
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Passing orders on the petition of Krishna Chandra, Bissoye of Gummakota Muttah 6 E extremely frail B.
Proc.
35 F T
5440G 1865 07/16/
1886
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Orders rel. to the conduct of the Peddakimedi Zemindar 2 E brittle and weak B.
Proc.
37 F F
5466G 710 1893 04/06/
1893
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Orders on the dispute between the Zamindar of Mandasa and Bissoyi of Sabakota 5 E brittle B.
Proc.
37 F T
5540G 137 1893 01/19/
1893
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Directing to declare the Boundary Marks Act XXVIII of 1860 in force in the Rampa country 3 E fair B.
Proc.
38 F T
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5547G 710 1893 04/06/
1893
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Passing orders in regard to the dispute between the Zamindar of Mandasa and the Bissoyi
of Sabakota
5 E brittle and weak B.
Proc.
38 F T
5609G 893 1874 07/17/
1874
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Returning the Sanad to proprietor of Pedda Kimedy Maliahs, Ganjam District to Revenue
Board
1 E brittle B.
Proc.
39 F F
5624G 1198 1874 09/21/
1874
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Orders to forward the suit instituted agains Govt. and the Zemindar of Kollikota for
recovery of certain villages which belonged to the Taluq of Hautghur, Ganjam Dist,. to the Govt. pleader
3 E extremely torn B.
Proc.
39 F T
5641G 26 1870 01/07/
1870
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Asking to submit a new Sunnud for Chinna Kimedy Estate in the form for approval 1 E worm-eaten and
weak
B.
Proc.
40 F F
5652G 1189 1870 08/08/
1870
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Approving nomination of Sivarajadhani Ranganadam Pillay to be guardian and tutor to
the minor Zemindar of Jalantra in Ganjam
2 E worm-eaten and
brittle
B.
Proc.
40 F F
5742G 465 1876 03/14/
1876
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Sanctioning to exclude the Jeypore Zemindari from the operation of the Indian Registration
Act of 1871
1 E extremely worm-
eaten, some
portions destroyed
B.
Proc.
41 F F
5759G 1278 1876 06/26/
1876
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Sanctioning the recognition of Mala Mohana Deo Bhunyya as Chief of Ronaba Muttah,
Gumsur Taluq
3 E extremely brittle
and weak
B.
Proc.
41 F F
5772G 2064 1876 10/07/
1876
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Reviewing annual report on the administration of Jeypore and other hill tracts of the year
1875
3 E extremely worm-
eaten
B.
Proc.
41 F F
5811G 1763 1879 07/25/
1879
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Reviewing Recording telegrams reg. the resistance by the Parlakimedi Sowrahs of the
execution of an exparte decree in favour of Gumma Bisoi
1 E worm-eaten and
frail
B.
Proc.
41 F F
5820G 883 1880 04/15/
1880
Govt. of Madras - Judicial Deptt. - Processing orders on the amicable settlement of the dispute between the Sowrahs of
Parlakimedi hills and their Bisoi
2 E extremely worm-
eaten and frail
B.
Proc.
41 F F
6012G 253
M
1888 03/17/
1888
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi Municipal budget for 1888/89 4 E fair B.
Proc.
45 F F
6037G 980
M
1888 09/01/
1888
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi Municipal budget for 1887/88 10 E extremely worm-
eaten
B.
Proc.
45 F F
6059G 1437
M
1888 12/17/
1888
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Sanctioning the supplemental budget of the Parlakimedi Municipality for 1888/
89
3 E fair B.
Proc.
45 F F
6086G 499
M
1890 03/25/
1890
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi Municipal budget for 1890/91 4 E worm-eaten B.
Proc.
46 F F
6147G 357
M
1889 03/29/
1889
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi Municipal budget for 1889/90 4 E fair B.
Proc.
47 F F
6211G 1573 1889 11/20/
1889
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi Municipal budget for 1888/89 10 E torn B.
Proc.
47 F F
6227G 2449 1887 06/23/
1887
Board of Revenue - Madras - Correspondence rel. to supply of cannon and gun powder to the Raja of Mandasa 13 ET extremely worm-
eaten and weak
B.
Proc.
48 F F
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6423G/A 600 1885 06/08/
1882
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Declining the proposed lease of Jarada Estate, Ganjam 1 E brittle B.
Proc.
50 F F
6424G 848 1882 08/14/
1882
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Granting certificate to Jagannath Bhuyya for filing a suit for recovery of an
unenfranchised personal inam from Zemindar of Biridi, Ganjam
2 E fair B.
Proc.
50 F F
6426G 1066 1882 10/02/
1882
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Granting certificate to Jagannath Bhuyya for filing a suit for recovery of an
unenfranchised personal inam from Zemindar of Biridi, Ganjam
1 E brittle B.
Proc.
50 F F
6431G 1587 1883 12/18/18
83
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Requesting to furnish information by the Court of W ards in connection with expenditure
on the construction of Parlakimedi palace works
2 E brittle B.
Proc.
50 F F
6475G 504 1888 07/23/
1888
Govt. of Madras - Revenue Deptt. - Rejecting petition of Harischandana Jagaddevu reg. the allowance granted to the
Hautghur (Atgarh) family in Ganjam District
2 E fair B.
Proc.
50 F F
6591G 376
M
1891 03/14/
1891
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi municipal budget for 1891/92 3 E fair B.
Proc.
53 F F
6627G 180
M
1891 07/30/
1891
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi municipal budget for 1890/91 10 E brittle B.
Proc.
53 F F
6681G 629
M
1887 07/04/
1887
Govt. of Madras - Local and Municipal Deptt. - Reviewing the Parlakimedi municipal budget for 1886/87 6 E fair B.
Proc.
54 F F
6914G 1871 11/02/
1871
Copy of a Kabuliat on the part of Raghunadha Deo, Zemindar of Chinna Kimedy or Pratapagiri to the Sunnud-i-Milkeut
Istimrar granted to him by R.H. the Governor in Council, Ft. St. George
3 E fair copy F F
6916G 1804? 09/07/
1804
Copy of a Kabuliat on the part of Chytannah Anungah Beema Deo, Zeminadar of Vizianagar to the Sunnud-i-Milkeut Istimrar
granted to him by R.H. the Governor in Council, Ft. St. George
1 E fair copy F F
6925G 497
D
1897 36891 Power of the Collector in the matter of the administration of W ard's Estates 6 E brittle SI No
51
F F
6926G 286
D
1897 36891 Copies of Court of W ards Proceedings regarding administration of W ards Estates 3 E extremely weak
and torn
SI No
6
F F
6929G 829
D
1897 36891 Annual Administration Report of the several estates under the management of Court of W ards in Ganjam for Fasli 1306 54 E extremely brittle
and torn
SI No
8
F F
6932G Pt.
1
44R
D
1902 36891 Boundary dispute between Badaguda and Dharakota Vol. I 121 E extremely brittle
and weak, cannot
be handled without
repairing
SI No
12
F T
6932G Pt.
2
44R
D
1902 36891 Boundary dispute between Badaguda and Dharakota Vol. II 83 E extremely brittle
and weak, cannot
be handled without
repairing
SI No
12
F T
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6937G 249
D
1898 36891 Boundary dispute between Homankhole in Chinnakinoi and Baud Estate 40 EO extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
17
F T
6938G 191
D
1898 36891 Boundary dispute between Sarango and Navagada Estate 24 ET extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
18
F T
6939G 283
D
1898 36891 Boundary dispute between Saranga and Navagada 4 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
19
F T
6943G 8868
R
1940/41 36891 Muttah heads, Patros, Rajabhogam collected from the Paik inam villages of Antharada 18 E brittle SI No
23
F F
6963G 119
D
1894 36891 Order of Govt. on the boundary dispute raised by Korada chief 4 E extremely torn and
weak
SI No
43
F T
6969G 275A
g
1893 36891 Reviewing the report on the administration of the Ganjam Agency during the year 1892/93 18 E weak and torn SI No
49
F F
6971G 490A
g
1887 36891 Reviewing the report on the administration of the Ganjam Agency during the year 1885/86 10 E extremely weak
and torn
SI No
41
F F
6973G 382A
g
1896 36891 Reviewing the report on the administration of the Ganjam Agency tracts for the year 1886/87 34 E torn SI No
54
F F
6975G 173A
g
1891 36891 Reg. settlement of zamnindari 14 EO extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
54
F F
6980G 89Ag 1899 36891 Reporting on the cost of demarcating the boundary between Jeypore and Parlakhemundi 9 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
60
F T
6982G 39R 1899 36891 Correspondence reg. boundary dispute in the Ganjam District 5 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
63
F T
6984G 41R 1899 36891 Correspondence reg. boundary dispute between Boad and Chinakinari 32 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
64
F T
6989G 35R 1902 36891 Dispute on the forest between Chikiti and Peddakimidi Zamindars 7 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
69
F T
6996G 35R 1904 36891 Arrangement made for the maintainence of survey records and demarcation marks in the Sarguda Estate 26 E worm-eaten and
weak
SI No
76
F T
7008G 650 1896 36891 Reg. survey and settlement of Parlakhemmidi Estate 61 E extremely torn and
weak
SI No
88
F T
7012G 93R 1899 36891 Annual administration report of hill tracts of Ganjam Agency ? E extremely torn and
weak, not in
position to handle
SI No
92
F F
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7013G 2945
D
1903 36891 Boundary dispute between Pedda Kimedi and Chinna Kimedi ? E extremely torn and
weak, not in
position to handle
SI No
93
F T
7015G 20R 1904 36891 Boundary dispute between Dharakota and Bodaguda estates 53 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
95
F T
7016G 5R 1899 36891 Report on the management of the Court of W ards estates 36 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
96
F F
7017G 2R 1900 36891 Report on the management of the Court of W ards estates 3 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
97
F F
7018G 4R 1900 36891 Administration report of the Parlakimedi W ard estates 16 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
98
F F
7019G 231
D
1900 36891 Administration report on Court of W ards estates 31 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
99
F F
7021G 6R 1900 36891 Reg. administration of Court of W ard estates of Bodagada and Parlakemundi 21 E extremely brittle
and weak
SI No
101
F F
7022G 48R 1898 36891 List of establishments for management of Court of W ard estates 0 E no details given no
detail
s
given
F F
7023G R.Di
s.
929/
96
1895/96 36891 Boundary dispute between Nayagarh and Ghumsur 41 EO extremely brittle
and weak
F T
7059G Dis.
RR/
C.W .
/
1902
1902 36891 Submitting budget estimates of receipts and charges of Parla Kimidi for Fasli 1310 14 E extremely brittle F F
7061G Dis
1752
/
1902
1902 795 Recording correspondence reg. the demarcation of the boundary line between Banpur and Gumsoor 9 E extremely brittle F T
7064G Dis
2933
D/
1902
1902 07/31/
1902
Informing that Mr. W yllee's line as demarcated by Mr. Hotebel is the final disposal of the boundary dispute 4 E extremely brittle F T
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7075G 44R/
C.W .
/04
1904 09/21/
1904
Submitting administration report of Paralakhemundi for Fasli 1313 19 E extremely frail and
weak
F F
85KOR 3469
/J
1895 36891 Reg. the approval of handing over the Jeypore Estate to the Rajah who attended majority 42 E brittle and weak F F
92KOR 1895 11/04/18
95
Noticing the Inamdars to appear before the Manager, Jeypore Estate to take return of their Pattas 3 E weak F T
93KOR 1895 08/10/18
95
Recording the post card regarding the Inam pattas allowed by the Manager were eaten by the white ants 4 EO weak SL 12 1 F F
177KOR 1071 1889 Reg. full title of Sri Vicrama Deo Maharajah E extremely brittle F F
201KOR 1423
/J
1891 Report of the Rani of Nowrangpur that the villages Patamunda etc. were occupied by the estate Jeypore ET weak F T
248KOR 41/1 1895 36891 Conferring title of "Maharaja" to the late Rajah Ramachandra Deo as personal distinction 0 EO weak F F
388KOR 2254 1889 36891 Reg. fixing of date for the settlement boundary dispute between Jeypore and Bastar 0 E frail F T
2382KOR n.d. 36891 Copy of the genealogical tree of the Thatraja of Bissemcuttack 3 E brittle F F
2383KOR 1699 Copy of abstracts of two sanads (?) granted by I) Vikrama Deo Maharajah, ii) Ramachandra Deo Maharajah, Lord of
Nandapur in favour of I) Lakshmana Balaji (Sukuramdass Mahant), ii) Sathudu Jagannadha Mahapatra and 14 others
[klammern alle im text]
3 ET extremely brittle SL
No.
16,
Bundl
e No.
6
2485KOR 1904 08/21/19
04
Copy of memorial submitted by the Zemindar of Bissemcuttack to His Excellency, the Viceroy and G.G. of India and Council,
Govt. House, Calcutta rel. to the history of Bissemcuttack Estate situated now in the Zemindari of Jeypore
100 E brittle F T
2490KOR 1905 1927 Copy of memorial presented by the Zemindar of Bissemkatak to His Excellency the Governor in Council praying to treat his
Bissemkatak Zemindari as Jeypore Zemindari and to keep under direct control of the British
30 E brittle F T
2491KOR 1905 11/21/
1905
Copy of memorial presented by the Zemindar of Bissemkatak to H.E. the Governor in Council stating some point rel. to the
relationship of his estate with Jeypore Estate and the payment of land revenue
19 E brittle F T
2494KOR 1689
(1611
Sak-
abda)
36891 Copy of the Sanad granted by Krustna Deb Maharaja to Krustna Thatraj 1 O extremely brittle F T
2497KOR year
Sarvadh
ari
36891 Copy of the Da-n Sanad granted by Vikrama Deo Maharaja as Amrutamanohi to God Sri Madhana Mohana and Sri Balaji
through Jummadars Mahant
2 EO brittle F T
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2498KOR year
Sarvadh
ari
36891 Copy of an Oriya Patta- given by Vikrama Deo Maharaja for bhogam, etc. to Sree Baluji through Jamma Dass Mahant 3 ET extremely brittle F T
2499KOR 1910 3775 Telugu only 3 T brittle F T
2500KOR 1910 3775 Copy of letter from the Inam Deputy Collector, Jeypore to the Agent forwarding the copy of the original Oriya Patta granted by
Vikrama Deo Maharaja in favour of Balagiswami and Madanmohanaswami
1 E brittle F T
2501KOR 15 1910 03/22/
1910
Copy of letter from the Inam Deputy Tahsildar, Bissemkatak to the Agent transmitting one copper plate Patta granted by
Vikrama Deo Maharajah, Jeypore in given to Seshaji and Balaji
2 E brittle F T
2813KOR 1888 36891 Printed copies of exhibit (Nos. N.N.N. to N.N.N.2 + 2221) - copy of G ift Patta granted to Govinda Misri by Vikrama Deo
Maharaj
0 ET brittle F T
2814KOR 1777/78
(1699
Salivaha
na)
36891 Printed copies of Patta granted by Vikrama Deo Maharaja to god Sri Kuchmana Balaji (Exhibit T .T .T .) 0 E brittle F T
2815KOR 1777/78
+ 1794/
95
36891 Printed copies of Pattas granted by Vikrama Deo Maharaja and Ramachandra Deo Maharajah to god Lakshmana Balaji (Sri
Sukuramdass Mahant) and Sadhu Jagannadha Mahapatra and 14 others respectively (Exhibit T .T.T. and T.T.T.1)
0 E brittle F T
2831KOR 1795 /
1910
36891 Printed copies of letters submitted as exhibits in connection with the O.S. No. 2 of 1909 including the cowle granted by Lord
Hobart, President and Governor in Council to Ramachandra Deo, Zemindar of Jeypore, Rayagada, Isamcotta,
Narayanapatnam, [MEMO]
0 ET extremely brittle F T
2831KOR
A
1795 /
1910
36891 Printed copies of letters submitted as exhibits in connection with the O.S. No. 2 of 1909 including the cowle granted by Lord
Hobart, President and Governor in Council to Ramachandra Deo, Zemindar of Jeypore, Rayagada, Isamcotta,
Narayanapatnam, [MEMO]
0 ET extremely brittle F T
2952KOR 1891 Boundary sketch map of Venkatarajupuram of Jeypore estate E extremely brittle SL 17 1 T T
3859KOR 1867 05/24/
1867
Printed copy of Kaiphiyat presented by Sri Kristnaphupati Deo Maharajalungjaru, Zamindar of Madgole, the 1st defendant in
the court of the district munsiff of Vizagapatanm, for dismissing the suit No. 71 of 1867 filed by Yellapregada Sannyasiraju
0 E brittle F T
3967KOR 1909 07/26/19
09
Enclosure F - Rough sketch of the Madugula estate E extremely worm
eaten and torn
SL 17 8 T T
4266KOR 1883 04/03/18
83
Printed copy of an extract from the register of transfers of permanently settled estates in the Dist. of Vizagapatam E weak and worm
eaten
SL 17 10 F F
4270KOR 372/
J
1893 08/06/18
93
Proceedings of the Agent to the Governor, Vizagapatam Dist. requesting to give some additional information reg. the dispute
between Taraput and Pappugam Mohasadars
E extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4271KOR 1895 Suit brought against H. D. Taylor, Esq., Manager, Jeypore Estate by Radhamohana Swaro, Mukhtyar of Jeypore in
connection with Mokkaputti and Vummiri dispute
ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
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4272KOR 1897 Correspondences rel. to N. Patnam Tana [Narayanapatnam ?] and Sangavalsa [Sangamvalasa] zamindari dispute ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4273KOR 1897 Correspondences reg. the boundary disputes between Balliguda and Bodo Dubhili E extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4274KOR 1896-98 Correspondences reg. the boundary dispute between Karlaghati, Rayabizzi [Raibhijji] and Dangusuruda muttahs ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4275KOR 1900 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Mundaguda and Kesarapadu ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4276KOR 1901 Field survey papers rel. to the boundary dispute between Bastar and Jeypore ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4280KOR 1901 36891 Correspondences between Senior Asstt. Collector + Agent, Vizagapam Dist and the Maharaja of Jeypore on a petition made
by the Patro of Raibhijji in Bissemkatak Taluk against the Amin of Gunupur
ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4281KOR 1901 Correspondences rel. to boundary dispute between Koraput-Tanthuli-pachopadro and Kolab-Suradapedda lands T extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4284KOR 1903/4 Correspondences rel. to boundary dispute between B. Singapur and Kenduguda Boda Bodasiris i villages ET extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4286KOR 1902 36891 Correspondence reg. appointment of boundary guard for Gunupur Tana 0 T extremely brittle
and weak
F T
4287KOR 1902/03 36891 Correspondence reg. appointment of boundary guard for U. G iri (Udayagiri ?) Tana 0 T extremely brittle
and weak
F T
4299KOR 1903-06 Correspondences reg. the boundary dispute in between Tokkala and Chuttiyapada villages T extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4300KOR 1903 36891 Correspondence rel. to the operations of boundary survey in between Bhadrachellam and Rampa under Jeypore territory and
the Godavari District
0 ET extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4301KOR 1903/04 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Mangara and Burili villages T extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4302KOR 6 1904 1798 Paper rel. to boundary stone between Bastar and jeypore (Hodingiri and Kongurubadi) T extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4304KOR 1904 Correspondences reg. the encroachment of lands belonging to Jeypore Estate by the ryots of adjoining estates and the order
of the Maharaja to the Manager for taking special steps to prevent such occasions
T extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4305KOR 1904-06 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute in between Gulinguda and Machabhadra T extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4306KOR 1904 Correspondences reg. the boundary dispute between the lands of Narayanapatna and Neelavedi T extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
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4307KOR 1904 Correspondences reg. the boundary dispute between Somadasupulli and Solasahandi under Huzur Tana T extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4313KOR 1904 Paper rel. to Kolapada and Gummangam dispute T extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4314KOR 1904/05 Paper rel. to the boundary dispute raised between Marigam of Ramagiri Tana and Sonkayi of Nandapur T extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4315KOR 19 1904 Paper rel. to the boundray dispute between Rampur and Kattapapda under Ramagiri Tana TE extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4317KOR 1904 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Bagara and Dakarah villages under Koraput Tana TE extremely brittle
and weak
SL 17 10 F T
4318KOR 1904 Papers rel. to the boundary dispute between Tharilipodro and Chattigudo villages in Koraput Tana TE extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4319KOR 1904 Correspondences on settling boundary dispute between Tharitipodoo ond Littigooda villages TE extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4321KOR 1904 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Bagara and Kendaru villages in Koraput Tana T extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4322KOR 1904 Papers rel. to the boundary dispute between Littiguda and Chakkeli villages in Koraput Tana T extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4323KOR 1904 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Koraput - Koratam T extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4326KOR 1905/06 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Kamara and Kottaguda villages in B. Singapur Tana T extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4327KOR 1905 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Karagam and Dudasapalla villages in B. Singapur Tana T extremely brittle
and frail
SL 17 10 F T
4328KOR 1905/06 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Malisubelam village and Dorambavalam village in Nandapur Tana TE extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4329KOR 1905/06 Correspondences  rel. to the Dengajodi dispute situated between Baisingi and Ballaputti in Rayaghada Tana TE extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4330KOR 1905 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Baisingi and Burudi villages in Rayaghada Tana T extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4331KOR 1905 Paper rel. to the boundary dispute between Vanija of Rayaghada Tana and Bithinivasa of N. Patna [Narayanapatna]. T extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4332KOR 1905 Correspondences rel. to D igapuram and Killoputti villages TE extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
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4333KOR 1905 Paper rel. to Mokhasa boundary - T extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4334KOR 82 1905 2172 Letter from the Maharaja of Jeypore to the Zemindar of Bindranowaghar Estate asking to send someone to present at the of
repairing of pillars erected by the boundary commissioners on the Jeypore-Bindranevaghar Estate boundary line
E extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4338KOR 1905 Paper rel. to the boundary dispute between Balkapai of Koraput Tana and Pangapai of N. Patna Tana T extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4339KOR 1905 Paper rel. to the boundary dispute between Valkapai pf Koraput Tana and Vangapalu of N. Patna Tana T extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4347KOR 1907 Correspondences reg. payment of repairing charges of boundary pillars erected in Bustar and Jeypore Estates E extremely weak
and brittle
SL17 10 F T
4349KOR 1907 Correspondences reg. the boundary dispute between Devula Bada and Artibada villages T extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4350KOR 1908 Correspondences reg. the repairs of boundary pillars situated in between Buster and Jeypore E extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4351KOR Re 1 1908 3051 Letter from the Dewan for the Maharajah to the Account Branch Huzur Office reg. the appointment of Boundary Guard for
Kotpad
T extremely weak
and brittle
SL17 10 F T
4352KOR 1908 Correspondences reg. boundary dispute raised between Dungara and Rumiliput villages ET extremely weak
and brittle
SL17 10 F T
4355KOR 1908 Papers rel. to Lakshmipuram boundary dispute T extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4354KOR 1908 36891 Correspondence reg. boundary dispute between Izzukaya and Khijibuji villages of Kurupam and Rayaghada respectively T extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4356KOR 1908 Papers rel. to boundary dispute between Kotput, Kuduma and Mutulaputti villages T extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4361KOR 1910/11 Correspondences reg. the boundary dispute between Baster-Jayantagiri - Kotpat-Kara villages ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4364KOR 1911-14 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Jayantgir in Buster and Amalaguda in Jeypore ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4371KOR 1912-27 Correspondences reg. boundary dispute between Bayasinghi Mutta Champu village and Mantrijolla village of Kurupaum
Zamindary
ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4376KOR 1914/15 Correspondences rel. to boundary dispute on a plot of land between Markondaputti and Navira villages ET extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4378KOR 1914 Correspondences reg. a deputed [mistake for: disputed ?] piece of land lying between Jeypore and Bindranavagar estate and
the repair of boundary pillars in Ummerkota
ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
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4379KOR 1915 Correspondences rel. to the repairs of boundary pillars between Jaipur - Buster, Bindra Nawagar - Raipur - Kalasa states ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4380KOR 1915/16 Correspondences regarding the re-erection of boundary pillars at the banks of Indravati, Kollab and Bhaskara rivers ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4382KOR 1915 36891 Correspondence reg. the appointment of boundary guards of Narayanapatnam T extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4383KOR 1915/16 36891 Correspondence reg. the appointment of boundary guards at Narayanapatnam tana T extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4384KOR 1915/16 Correspondences rel. to the boundary dispute between Gekamba and Bodakavidi under Huzur Tana ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4385KOR 1915 Correspondences reg the boundary dispute between Sannokavidi ryots and Inamdar of Mujurmunda under Huzur Tana ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4386KOR 1915 Correspondences relating to the boundary dispute between Sindigam and Horaputti ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4387KOR 1915 Order to the Spl. Asstt. Agent, Koraput Division on a longstanding dispute between the Mokhasa village of Chelliamunda and
the Jirayiti village of Tankuva in Nandapur Tana of Pottangi Taluq
E brittle and weak SL17 10 F T
4388KOR 1915 Paper rel. to the repairs of boundary pillars in between Buster and Jeypore T extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4390KOR 1915 Papers for clearing of boundary line of Malkangiri and Sukuma-Buster T extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4391KOR 1916 Papers relating to the boundary dispute between Jeroyti village Sulva in Rayaghuda Tana and Kumeru of Kurupam Estate ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4393KOR 1918 Papers rel. to the encroachment made by Botharla village in B. Singapur Tana ET extremely brittle
and frail
SL17 10 F T
4394KOR 1918-24 Correspondences regarding the boundary dispute between Bessoypur and Koraput ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4395KOR 1918 Papers relating to Ummerkote boundary dispute T brittle and weak SL17 10 F T
4396KOR 1918 Papers relating to repairs of boundary pillars T brittle and weak SL17 10 F T
4397KOR 1918 Papers rel. to the boundary dispute between Hathimunda in Koraput and Tankerpada in N. Pollenghi T brittle and weak SL17 10 F T
4398KOR 1920 Papers rel. to panchayat settlement on the boundary dispute between Devughati in Huzur Tana and Bigayipodoro, a
Mokhasa village of Vinayakasing Lal in Koraput Tana
ET extremely weak
and frail
SL17 10 F T
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4399KOR R.C.
238-
21-
G-I
1921 7713 Letter from Asstt. Commissioner, Savara Agency, W altair to the Executive Engineer, Vizagapatam reg. the boundary dispute
between Salur and Jeypore
E extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4401KOR 1923 Papers relating to the boundary dispute between Charukuppa of Jeypore Estate and Chitralanadu of Buster ET extremely brittle
and weak
SL17 10 F T
4403KOR 1928 Correspondences relating to the boundary dispute between Pottangi and Kosangi ET extremely frail SL17 10 F T
4404KOR Inspection report from the Superintendent of Amins to the Maharajah of Jeypore on the boundary dispute created among the
people of Vori village with that of the ryots of Ambaguda village
E extremely brittle SL17 10 F T
